
1928 - 1932

xA1 .SIGI1

RALEIGH was firstt introduced in the wallet-pack as a premium-price
cigarette, ($8 .50 per 1o vs . industry $6 . 00) in New York in the fall of
1928 . Advertising was limited and sales were negligible . Any possible
chances of success were probably killed by the depression and the brand
did nothing until switched to the conventional cup packagc and reduced to
the general industry price of $6 .85 in March, 1932 . In September, 1932,
the use of coupons good for playing cards was begun . Sales for 1932 were
200 million .

193 :3 - 1943

RALEIGii did not cut prices with the rest of the industry in 1933 and sold
at a premium until the industry raised prices in January, 1934, and RALEIGH
cut to meet them the following month . Since then RALEIGH has followed the
industry price .

During 1935 the premium scheme was expanded to include an ever-increasing
selection of merchandise .

Media advcrtising.was practically non-existent during this period and media
expenditures did not reach $100, COO until 1936 when a network radio show was
shared with KOOLS . , .

RALEIGHS responded to the coupon treatment and beginning in 1934, sales
increased each year until the shortage in 1944 .

Advertising increased with sales but, since the bulk of the money went into
the premium scheme, media expenditures did not exceed $1, 000, 000 until
1942 .

During this period RALPIGH advertising was split between two agencies, ,> each of which had its own theme for headline copy
. One stressed "More

Golden Tobaccos, " the other, "Four points of superiority : 1 . Finer blend ;
2 . Union made ; 3 . Plain or Cork Tips 4 . Valuable Coupons .° Roth
carried the premium story as strong secondary copy . Since the secondary
copy was consistent, the advertising's greatest value could well have been
the publicizing of the premium scheme .

In 1943, RALEIGH sales hit their all time high of 12 . 7 billion .

.~
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1944 - 1948

The premium scheme was diseontimied in November, 1943, and sales
dropped sharply and steadily until the shortage pushed them up

. The elimination of the premium scheme saved over $4, 000, 000 annually but only
1 million of this was put in media . Copy featured, "Does your cigarette taste
different lately" in 1944, and "RALEIGH means perfection" in 1945 .

This advertising failed to build a franchise and when the shortage was over
. sales fell from a billion a month to about 300 million .

(the equivalent of $ . 91 per FA cigarettes) as all availablee network shows and
$1, 400, 000 in newspaper advertising were thrown in,to halt the slide .

A new agency brought forth tough "Medical Science offers proof positive no
other cigarette gives you less nicotine ; less throat irritants ." "Proof Posi-

. .tive" became an accepted term in the American language, but failed to in-
crease sales which stabilized around 300 million per month .

In 1947 a new blend -"903", new copy - "It's moisturized", and continued
hcavy spending failed to bring sales up, and by 1948, share of market hadfallei to the lowest point since 1934

.

(The conventional KALEIGII cup pack was replaced by a new "Alumidor" pack
in Detroit in April, 1948 . 'phis package was the Reynolds Metal heat-sealed
package "Aluminum inside - aluminum outside ." The labels were redesigned

- somewhat to show the foil effectively and the package was not cr,llophaned .
Thc public missed the cellophane, didn't care about the all-foil pack, sales
drifted down and the test was terminated at the end of the year . )

- In 1046 RALEIGH media expenditure reached an all time high of $3, 100, 000

1949 - 1952

ImFebruary, 1949, the return cf the coupon was announced and sales doubled
overnight,

, Although media expenditure was held at about $1, 000, 000 per year, HALEIGII
sales remained at the level established within 90 days after the coupon's return .
Within the brand itself there was a shift as plain end sales gained and tipped
' fell . This was probably attributable both to the four extra coupons in the
plain carton (no extras in tipped) and to the availability of a king-size tipped ~
cigarette in Herbert Tareyton, for which advertising started in 1949. ~1

O
Copy during this period featured the premium scheme in various ways with C7
product "reassurance" as a secondary copy point. ~

Co
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Advertising was concentrated in radro until 1951 . In that year the normal
$1, 000, 000 budget was split equally 7etween print and radio, while $200, 000
was added to test the rapidly expanding new medium - television

. In 1952, as a result of the previous year's test, all advertising was concen-
trated in television . (The budget was reduced to $900, 000, the equivalent of
$ . 11 per A4I, for the year 1952 . ) In September, the four extra coupons were
added in the tipped cartons .

RALEIGH finished 1952 with total sales of 7 . 9 billion for a 2 . 0% share - its
best year since the shortage. -

1953 - 1957

In April, 1953, both styles of RALEIGH were converted from 70mm to 85mm .
The price was increased from $9 .00 to $9.10 per )4 (the same as Pall Mall
and Herbert Tarcyton) . .

- Copy featured "Three king-size extras - extra flavor, extra coupons, extra
value . " In 1955, in an effort to emphasize the "product", advertising head-
lined"If you had a million dollars, a million million dollars, you couldn't
buy a better cigarette than RALEIGH . °

The entire advertising budget was concentrated in television and expenditures
increased yearly until in 1957 they were over $2, 000, 000, equivalent to
$ .31 per fyl . . .

Following the change to king-size,, total RALEIGH sales dropped suddenly, .
then were static . The~ brand lost 10% in sales the year of the change, 1953,
falling to 7 . 1 billion . The loss was in the plain-end style and tipped in-
creased slightly . In 1955 sales leveled at 3 .8 billion plain-end and 3 .3
tipped and in 1956 sales still totaled 7 . 1 billion . Since the industry was
growing, share of market fell . .

In 1957, as filter tip sales continued to soar, both styles of RALEIGH fell
off with the non-filter market and total RALEIGH sales were down over 7%

;: that year . ~
.7

In late 1957 the corlc tipped style was replaced by filter in a test market ~
(California) . . t~

[..7
CD

1p54 -lpf.l W

The substitution of filter for cork tipped resulted in a significant improve-
ment in the test market and in March, 1958, the change was made nationally .
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Advertising expenditures were inercased frum around $2, 000, 000 to
$2, 500 ; 000 as copy featured, "Go sleady with RALEIGH . . . choose filter
. or plain_ " Premiums were, of cou, se, prominently featured in the
advertising . .

After a brief try at featuring the fact that the filter was packed tipped down
"to go untouched by fingers from pack to lip" (this type of packing had been
used on the cork tipped style and retained on the filter although all other
filter .brands on the market were packed with the tips up) . RALEIGH bowed
to the conventional and effective in March, 1959, switched to packing tips up .

Sales started to improve in 1958 as soon as filter was introduced, although

plain ends continued to fall . .

In 1960 a new commercial format was started featuring the "disappearing
premiums" . This dramatically put across the premium story while copy .
reassured 'bnl~ IiALEIGH gives youEliaranteed finest quality tobacco plus

. .luzurypremiums .

41 Sales responded and by the end of the year totaled 8 . 8 billion exceeding
1952 (the year before the change to king size) sales for the first time .

' about the same) . Sales continued to improve going over 10 billion for the
. year . The growth was all in the filter style, however, even the plain-end
style levelled and by the end of the year was trending up very slightly .

The budget was increased to match sales in 1961 (cost per M remaining

1962 - 1965

In 1962 RALEIGH Filter sales continued to increase while Plain sales
levelled off

. It was in this year that the RALEIGH coupon was applied to BELAIR, and by increasing the size of the coupon family, we were able
to give more exposure via television advertising to RALEIGH . Our adver-
tising copy in 1962 : "Ever thought what you'd he missing if you didn't
smoke RALEIGHS?" and "The best things in life are free ."

- Sales in 1962 amounted to 11 .0 billion, and in that year we spend'$3, 948, 066 .
~ advertising RALEIGII. This was spent entirely in network and spot television .

During the year we continued to feature RALEIGH premiums in our television

commercials, employing a "d isappea ring" device and also the "frozen" pre- ~
mium. Both devices gave prominence in our format to our premiums, and `F

- it was only in 1963 that we decided to make mention first of quality, by men- O
tioning taste, followed by a premium reference . Our main copy theme for 05
RALEIGH in-1963 was "Real tobacco taste plus valuable coupons' ." W

fC O
k~
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In 1962 and early 1963, we employea 90-second television commercials
advertising both RALEIGH and BELAIR . The latter part of 1963 we changed
to a 60-second commercial which altowed33 seconds for a RALEIGH section,
followed by a coupon bridge and a BELAIR sell section . The adoantage uf a
60-second commercial over a 90-second was that we were able to give both
brands greater exposure due to the cheaper time cost of 60-second vs . 90-
second commercials, and research indicated that both RALEIGH and BELAIR
scored as well within the 60-second format . In 1963 we spent $4, 391, 735
advertising RALEIGII, and sales amounted to 9.4 billion.(filter) and 3 .6

, billion (plain) . . ' . .

in these two states only by means of point-of-purchase material in which we
said, "Smart new pack, same fine quality . ° We cut-in new pack television
commercials (which were identical to commercials aired in the rest of the
country but for the packs) into these test markets, but made no additionall
menti.on of the pack change . In Washington and Oregon, sales of the new pack
continued to increase in mimh the same way as the national trend . In 1964,

. RALEIGH Filter sales improved at a steady rate and amounted to 10 .6 billion .
RALEIGH Plain sales were still level with the previous year and amounted to
3 . 6 billion . .

In the latter part of 1963 and early 1964, we decided to test market a new
RALEIGH pack . The blend was unchanged, as was the design of the coupon .
The new pack for the filter and plain varieties was shipped to Washington and
Oregon states Qn August 6, 1964 . The plain pack was basically white with a
red band, the filter pack basically beige with a red band . They were advertised

In 1965, the Cigarette Advertising Code rulings had extremely little effect on
. RALEIGH, both from the advertising point of view on television and in pack
design . In 1g64 Philip Morris introduced Alpine with a coupon and test ma~-
keted a charcoal cigarette, Galaxy, in Texas with a similar coupon

. During''this year Lorillard introduced a Gift Star coupon program in connection with
York, Spring, and Old Gold cigarettes in some western states . Both the
Philip Morris and Lorillard coupon programs.were applied to brands with
small sales bases . In 1963 and 1964, the RALEIGII/BELAIR catalog was
distributed widely, and about 6 million were produced each year . In 19G5,
it was decided as a result of the apparent success of the Washington/ Oregon
new pack test to go national with the red band RALEIGH pack, and this

- distribution was started in September, 1965 . Again, 6 million RALEIGH/
BELAIR catalogs were distributed in 1965, and our 1tALEIGH television
format remained the same .

In 1963, RALEIGII/BELAIR had three minutes of nctwork television a ~
week; in 1964, a basic 4 minutes a week ; and in 1965, also 4 minutes Q
a week . Media advertising in 1965 continued in television only, and the n

. brand's budget amounted to $9 .5 million. This included BELAIR adver- W
tising, since from early 1965 the two brands received a joint budget . .

0
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1966

In 1966 RALEIGILadvertising.continned basically unchanged, Using
the actor-given-dialogue technique ia everyday °slice-of-life" situations,
the RALEIGH copy emphasizes the quality-taste offer ("Real Tobacco
Taste"), followed by presentation of the coupon as a value bonus .

Although television continued to be the basic media vehicle for the
. brand, a print campaign was initiated and continued throughout the

year. As in television, RALEIGH print advertising was coupled with
BELAIR advertising in a facing half-pages ("twin-beds")-format .
Print illustrations involve both male and female subjects, generally
in up-scale situations . Like television, the print copy stresses product
qualities, treating the coupon as an added, and, at times, incidental
value. -

1966 RALEIGH sales totaled 18 .239 billion cigarettes, a 10 . 6% increase
- over 1965 . RALEIGH Filter sales accounted for 14 . 388 billion of this,
and .increased 13 . 811. over the year before, while the plain end version
showed no real increase over 1965 . RALEIGH increased share of market

'from 3 .2% to 3 .4%in 1966 with the filter version accounting for 2 .7%
of total U .S . sales .
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slightly to L4 . 44 billion units .

The steady growth in sales RALEIGH had enjoyed since the early '60's came
to an abrupt halt in 1967 ..'Total RALEIGII sales dropped to 18 . 08 billion,
primarily due to a slip in RALEIGH PLAINS to 3 . 64 billion . Filters were up

RALEIGH/BELAIR advertising expenditures were $10 .9 million and RALEIGH
CPM was about $ . 29 . .

Over 9II% of RALEIGII's 1967 advertising budget was allocated to network and
spot television . Cmnmercials continued to feature conversations betwecn men
in 20- and 30-second segments of a combined RALEIGI]/BELAIR commercial .
Mention of RALEIGII's "real tobacco taste" was usually delivered by the actors .
Premiums were still generally seen in use, although occasionally mentioned
as "I'm saving for . " Commercial format most frequently involved a 30-
second second RALEIGH lead with a short coupon transition and a BELAIR follow-up .

Limited magazine use continucd with the twin bed format treating RALEIGH
and BELAIR separately, yet linking them as coupon brands .

RALEIGH FILTER sales rose to 14.72 .billion in 1968, although RALEIGH
PLAIN sales sank to 3 . 3 bi.llion, causing total sales to slump slightly at 18 . 02
billion .

Expenditures were cut by more than $1 . 0 million in 1968 as television again
accounted for more than 98 % of the $9 . 9 million allocated . CPl\4 continued to
drop at $ .23 .

Throughout 1968 RALEIGI{'s broadcast campaign emphasized RALEIGH's
milder taste . Executions became more generic' (featuring couples as opposed
to pairs of men) than the previous year and again were almost always aired
with BELAIR commercials . Near mid-1968 commercials began including
"Get on the pleasant side of taste !" Later in the year announcer dialogue .
included "Come to RALEIGH FILTERS . . . come to good taste ." Although
dialogue did change on occasion throughout the year, ads continued to follow

r:the basic slice-of-life pattern used prior to 1968 . Print advertising was
minimal due to continued difficulties in copy and execution .

The decline of RALEIGH PLAIN sales failed to slow in 1969 and RALEIGH FILTERS joined the downward trend
. The styles ended the year with sales 0)

of 2 . 82 billion units for RALEIGH PLAIN and 13 . 85 billion units for HALEIGH .~
FILTER . Even the introduction of RALEIGH FILTER LONGS, which sold O
.75 billion in its first year of nationall distribution, did not prevent the total 'T
sales from sinking to 17 .42 billion units. W

W

©
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Advertising expenditures reached $1 : . I million in 1969 for RALEK'H/BELAIH .
This included the introduction of extroh length extensions for cacu brand

. " RALEIGH's total CPhI was $. 29Plain and I{ing Size wcrc $ . 15 v i]r RAL,E;U1I .
bIL'PEH LONGS' CPM was $3 . 13 .

fC'

- For all practical purposes, RALEIGH's entire 1969 budget went into television .
Following tests which revealed that most consumers continued to feel that - RALEIGH was too harsh, product changes were made and the theme of

RALEIGH's 1969 campaign was changed to "RALEIGHS are tastin' milder ."
Copy included "a special treatment softens the tobaccos for a smoother, milder
taste ." Commercial format was changed tn include the theme put to music as -
illustrated by actors and animation . Occasional use was still made of the slice-
of-life format . Cenerally 60-second commercials were again shared with
BELAIR, linked by a coupon transition . RALEIGH FILTER LONGS followed a
similar format and was introduced as "longer and milder ."

. Both RALEIGH PLAIN and FILTER IiING sales continued to slip in 1970, ending
the year at 2 .44 billion and 12, 39 billion, respectively. RALEIGH FILTER
LONGS, however, continued to climb, more than doubling 1969 sales at 1 . 93 .
billion units . Total brand sales were down to 16 . 76 billion . -

RALEIGH/BELAIR advertising expenditures were again boosted .by more than a
million dollars in 1970, bringing the budget to $12 . 3 miHion. RALEIGI-I's
total CPM was $ . 32 .

RALEIGH began its transition to print in 1970 as television was allotted 65 .3ga
of the budget while print got the remaining 34, 7% .

Both broadcast and print advertising emphasized, "Spend a milder moment
with the quiet taste .of RALEIGH ." These executions usually featured various
scenes of couples smoking RA7 .RIGHS at sunset . The print sub-headline was
"A special treatment softens thc tobacco for a smoother, milder taste ."
RALEIGH FILTER LONG sales for 1971 were 2 . 37 billion, surpassing the
slowly declining RALEIGH PLAIN sales of 2 .13 billion . The downward trend
in RALEIGH KING SIZE seemed to slow at 12 . 11 billion units in 1971, bringing
total RALEIGH sales dowu to 16 . 6 billion .

As a result of the elimination of cigarette broadcast advertising, RALEIGH and
BELAIR were given separate advertising budgets for the first time since 1964 . ~
The major portion or RALEIGH's $5 .4 million advertising budget went to ~F
magazines . The remainder was allocated to newspapers and supplemcots, p
outdoor advertising, and transit . RALEIGH's total Cl'tiI was $ . 32 . ~

The loss of television brought no basic changes in RALEIGH's print cainpaign . ~
In twin bed formats vertical half-pagc tested better than horizontal half-page . ~

Go
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The ada for both RALEIGII styles conrinued to feature the "Milder Moment"
idea, although the scenes were no longcr always at sun,set, nor did the ads
always feature coup]es . RALEIGH began attempting to capitalize on its more
masculine image by featuring a man spending a "milder moment" in male-
oriented publications . The sub-head was modified to "Highest Quality
Tobaccos - Specially Softened for Milder Taste" in both generic and male
magazine executions . This was done in an effort to offset consumer feelings
that RALEIGH used less than top-quality tobaccos . .

A dual campaign with BELAIR was initiated in. 1971 featuring "Kaleidoscope,"
a colorfully cartooned collection of trivia containing RALEIGH and BELAIR
copy and illustrations near the bottom of each ad . This execution was used
in national and loca7l supplements and TV GUIDF, .

1972

RALEIGH Long sales continued to climb during1872, reaching nearly 2 . 8
billion units . The declining sales trend of RALEIGH's other styles also continued throughout 1972 as king size sales fell to 11

. 7 billion units and
plain end sales dropped bclow 2 .0 billion units . Overall sales for the brand
slipped to under 16 .5 billion . RALAIIGH's total share of the market remained
2. 6% as the king size share dropped to 2 . 1% and long's share jumped to 0 . 50 .

The major portion (,f3 . 9 million) of RALF.IGIPs ~ .5 . 3 million budget for 1972
was allocated to magazince . Additional support was provided through supple-
ments (g1 . 1 million) as well as newspapers . CPM in 1072 remained S . 32 .

RALEIGH's advertising message was basically unchanged, although format
and execution were altered somewhat . The twin-bed format was dropped as
the brand went entirely to full-pagc, four-color magazine ads . The brand's
premium emphasis format was refined spot-Hghting specific catalog gifts
featured in RALEIGIPs maiu illustration and boxing them off in a lower

, corner of the ad . A campaign directed at males was begun in 1972 featuring
one or two males Fishing or camping, etc . , in traditional RALEIGH outdoor
scenes . Appropriate catalog gifts such as camping tools or tackle boxes

.- were also featured .

Kaleidoscope ads contimied to run in supplements and TV GUIDF, throogh
1972. ~

.F
O
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1973

In 1973 total Raleigh sales dropped slightly, . 6%, to 16 .36 billion units .
Although declining 0 . 68 billion units to 11 . 10 billion units, Raleigh Kings
continued to constitute a major portion of sales, 67 . 7%. Raleigh Long
sales increased 17 o to 3 . 37 billion units and Raleigh Plain sales dropped
6 . 5°Jo to 1 . 87 billion units . Total Raleigh SOM decreased 6 .4% to 2 .8% .

As part of the "Il7ildness° strategy a new package was marketed in 1973 .
Horizontal read became vertical on a white pack with a two-toned red
band encircling 3/4's of the package . Copy introduced, "Smart new packs -
same great taste" . The advertising format remained the same although the
subhead was changed. ''A special treatment softens the tobaccos for a
milder taste.", repiacedthe previous subhead, "Highest quality tobaccos -
specially softened for milder taste" . Copy included, "Spend a milder
moment with Raleigh." The layout continued to spotlight specific catalog
gifts . Belair and Raleigh Kaleidoscope ads remained in supplements and T

. V. Guide through 1973 . Raleigh advertising expenditures decreased
12% to $5. 6 million . $3 . 7 million of the 85 . 6 million advertising budget
was allocated to magazines, and approximately $1 million each to
supplements, OOH, and production . CPM increased 13% to S . 34 .

1974

A new Raleigh line extension was introduced in 1974 . Raleigh Extra Milds -
a 13 mg. tar cork tipped kingsize cigarette was launched nationally without
previous test marketing. R=leigh Extra NIilds achieved sales of 0.4 million
units it's first year on the market and a .1~c SOM .

The Raleigh Extra hlilds blue and gold banded pack was added to Raleigh
executions . Advertising continued with "Milder Moment" deliveries .
Raleigh Extra 3litds were introduced as, "Something new from Raleigh,
Mild but not meck . ", and also, "Something extra from Raleigh . New
lowered tar Raleigh Extra Milds" . Advertising expenditures rose 70i~ to
$8 .5 million . CPM increased 94% to $ . 66 .

Raleigh Kingsize filter sales decreased 16% to 9 . 58 billion units . Longs fell
1 . 02 billion units in 1974 ending the year with sales of 3 .35 billion units .
Plains dropped 22% to 1 .53 billion units . Total Raleigh sales decrcased
6.5,% to 15 .4 billion units . SO24 declined 7 .7f„ to 2 . 6% .
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1975

Total Raleigh sales declined 8% in 1975 to 14. 15 billion unitsp sales slid
in all styles . Longs declined 2 .5% to 3 . 37 billion units, Kings dropped
10 .4%to 8 .68 billion units and Plains were down 11 . 6% to 1 . 37 billion units .
Extra Milds, in its second year on the market, dropped 13% in sales to
.83 billion units . Raleigh's SOM in 1975 was 2 .36%, a decline of over 1076
from 1974.

Advertising expenditures decreased 38°la to $5 . 3 million . CPM dropped
to $ . 37 . Magezines received 80% of the budget, $4 .2 million . A transition
in copy began . "Spend a Milder Moment", changed to, "Fu11 flavor to
match the best of times", set in more masculine outdoor scenes, which
later developed into "Taste the good times with Raheigh", in male oriented
recreations such as bowling or fishing .

In 1975 the value of 1 million Raleigh coupons was offered in a sweepstakes .
Merry coupon ads were placed in supplements during the Christmas season,
redeemable for a bonus of 50 Raleigh coupons .

1976

In 1976 two important changes took place regarding Raleigh . The name
Raleigh Lights replaced Raleigh Extra Mi1ds . It was felt that Raleigh Lights
was a more fitting name applied to the growing low tar segment . Therefore,
the opportunity was taken to position the brand as such in an effort to gain
a greater share of the low tar market . Apparently Raleigh Lights provided
clearer more distinctive brand positioning to smokers whereas the name
Raleigh Extra Milds struck the halfway mark between full taste and low tar
cigarettes .

Another important change was the implementation of a new Raleigh campaign .
For eight years the "Spend a M11dcr Moment" campaign was accompanied by
accelerating sales losses . In direct competition with Raleigh mildness and
soft settings were the Marlboro Cowboy and Winston, "Taste good like a
cigarette should " . In 1976 Marlboro had a 14 .4% SOM and Winston 13 . 8%
SOM. Raleigh had a 2 .15% SOM . It was perceived that the Mildness
campaign was the wrong approach to a strong tasting cigarette .

T
In a new strategy planned to tap directly the attitudes and lifestyle values ~1
of Raleigh Parent and competitive smokers the "Slice of Americana" ~
campaign was launched . Headlines were changed to "Taste the Good Times . ~
Raleigh". Executions featured blue collar people in a warm, human interest W
environment in a Norman Rockwell Style . For example, one ad employed a ~
mailman rcading Christmas cards while soaking his feet in a steaming tub r
of water, another man relaxing in a hammock watching T . V . , a dog by his
side .
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Coupons received less emphasis than before and were placed beside
Raleigh packages in the lower corner of the ad . Occasionally gifts were
included within the format or displayed beside the packs . Raleigh Kings,
100's and Lights were shown .

Advertising expenditures increased 5 .7% to $5 .6 million . Magazines were
allocated $2 .9 million, supplements $1.5 million and newspapers S49, 000 .
CP114 rose 26°! to $ .43 .

Total Raleigh sales dropped 8 .8io to 12 . 91 billion units in 1976 . Longs
decreased 5 .8% to 3 .09 billion units, Plains dropped 11 .V'o to 1 .37 billion
units . Raleigh Lights rose 3 .4% to .86 billion units . SOn4 decreased 8. 9°0
to 2 .15°Jo .

1977

In the first quarter 1977 a Raleigh double coupon program was implemented .
Consumers were invited to trade one Old Gold, Old Chesterfield, or Alpine
coupon for one Raleigh double coupon in a mail-in offer . Fifty additional
double coupons were included in the return package. A$1 .00 discount on
a carton of Raleigh was also available, this particular program was offered
only in supplements . All Raleigh styles carried double coupons which were
publicized via magazines, cartons included an extra eight coupons .

Increased advertising expenditures (36%J and double coupons cut sales losses
from -9. 6% in 1976 to -3 . 6°'o in 1977 .

Total Raleigh sales in 1977 were 12 .46 billion units . Raleigh Lights
increased 16 .5ro to 1 .03 billion units . Kingsizc filter sales dropped 9°b
to 7.11 billion units and Plains dropped 7% to 1 .13 billion units . Total Raleigh
SONI declined 4 . 2% to 2 .06% .

Advertising expenditures in 1977 totaled $10 .2 million, $ . 8 million were
allocated to Raleigh Lights and the remaining $9 .4 million was distributed
to Raleigh Parent and Plains . CPM increased 47 .5% to 5 .82 . "Taste the
Good Times°, continued to be the advertising theme .

1978

From 1975 to 1977 the low tar (0 - 15 mg . ) market segment SOV grew from
20 .8% to 65. 40 . Advertising expenditures in the low tar market segment
grew $251 .6 million to $321 .4 million within the same period . Sales in that
category grew 134% from 1975 to 154 . 25 billion units in 1977 with 24 new .
brands or line extensions introduced on the market . Low tar SO}1 grew
from 11% in 1975 to 25 . 6% in 1977 .
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From 1977 to 1978 there was a major shift in Raleigh ad spending from
Parent or family products to emphasis on Raleigh Lights. 69% (; 5 .2
million) of total Raleigh expenditures was allocated to Raleigh Lights .
Raleigh Lights SOV in the low tar market segment was 1 .3%o compared to
Marlboro Lights' 6 . 1% SOV and Winston Lights' 4 . 2% SOV . Total Raleigh
advertising expenditures decreased 36 ;'~ to $7.5 million and a $ . 62 CPbS,
Raleigh's advertising campaign remained unchanged .

Raleigh Light 100's (9 mg . tar) were launched nationally in Su1y, 1978 .

Tar delivery in Raleigh Lights Kingsize was reduced to 9 mg .
Total Raleigh Lights sales in 1978 were 1 .55 billion units . Raleigh Lights
Kingsize sales increased 18% to 1 .26 billion units . Raleigh Lights 100's
achieved sales of 2 .9 million units after six months on the market .
Raleigh Lights SO11 in the Low tar segment was . 6%. Total Raleigh sales
declined 2 . 9"b to 12 . 11 billion units . Raleigh SOIDI decreased 3%a to 2% .

1979

Raleigh Lights Kingsize sales rose .8%o to 1 .27 billion units, Light 100's
sales totaled .66 billion units in 1979 . Raleigh Lights' SOS1 in the low tar
segment was .5%, a decrease of 16 .7't,o from 1978 . Raleigh Parent sales
dropped 10 . 6% to 9.44 billion units . Total Raleigh saies declined 6 . 5 jb to
11 .37 billion units . SC7\1 decreased 7 .5 o to 1 .85% .

Raleigh's "Taste the Good Times" advertising campaign continued .

Advertising expenditures decreased 3 .6 ~o to $7 .1 million. Raleigh Lights
were allocated $6 .8 million of that amount and achieved a 1 . 5'',o SOV in the
low tar market segment . Raleigh CPn7 remained $ . 62 .

~
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Print Radio

1934 $ - $ -
1935 - -
1936 100 100
1937 - . 300
1038 - 400

- 1939 - -500
1940 - 1,000

.1041 200 800
1942 300 1,000
1943 200 1,400
1944 1, 500 1,200
1945 - 2001,900
1946 -1 ; 400 1, 700
1947 700 1,700
1948 - 1,000
1949 200 1,000
1950 - 1,000

1951 500 500
1952
1953 - -
1954 - -
1955 100 -
1956 - -
1957 - -
1958 130 -
1959 -
1960 26
1961 141 -
1962 4 -
1963 4 -
1964 - - -

RAi .RIl11I

Advertising E:-pendiCures
(000)

Telavision
Total

Media CPM Premium Total
Total
CPM

$ - $ - $ - $ 300' $ 300 $ .50
600 600 .43

- 200 .08 1,000 1,200 .52

- 300 .09 1,400 1,700 .50
- 400 .06 2,000 2, 400 . 50
- .500 .07 3, 000 3, 500 . 51
- 1,000 . 13 3, 700 4,700 .61
- 1,000 . 11 4,000 5,000 .55
- 1, 300 : 11 4, 900 6, 200 . 54
- 1, 600 l 12 3, 900 . 5, 500 .43

- 2,700 .25 - 2,700 .25
- 2, 100 . 18 - 2,100 .18
- 3, 100 . 89 - 3, 100 . 80
- 2, 400 .43 - 2, 400 . 73
- 1, 000 . 35 300 7, 300 .46
- . 1,200 . 17 2, 900 4, 100 .58

- 1,000 . 14 2,900 3,900 .54
200 1,200 ,16 3,400 4, 600 . 60
90U 900 .11 3, 500 4,400 . 56

1, 100 1, 100 . 15 3, 800 4, 900 .65

1, 500 1,500 .20 3, 800 5, 300 . 72
1, 500 1, 600 . 23 . 3, 800 5, 400 . 76
2, 100 2,100 .29 3,700 5,800 .81
2, 020 2, 020 . 31 3, 700 5, 720 . 87
2,320 2,450 .35 3, 880 6, 3 .',0 . 92
2, 700 2, 700 . 36 3, 950 6, 660 . 88

2,610 2, 636 . 60 4,483- 7,119 .81
3, 544 3, 685 . .37 4,984 8,669 .88
3, 944 3, 948 . 36 5,367 9,315 .85
4, 388 4, 392 . . 34 4, 392 . 34
6,053 6,053 .43 - 6,053 .43
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BALTIlGH

Advertising 7 :zpenditures
(000)

Year Newspaper Supps . Magazines Outdoor Transit TV Total CPR9

~ 1965 $--- $--- •$--- . $9, 105 $ 9,105 $ 38
1966 1,353 --- 9,850 11,203

.

.42
*1967 18 146 --- --- 10,765 10,929
* 1968 115 --- --- 9,803 9,918
~1969 51 --- --- 11,049 11,100
~1970 1,028 2,874 377 --- 8, 087 12, 366
1971 622 2, 710 1,291 179 --- 4 802
1972 1, 101 . 3 ; 867 --- --- ---

,
4, 975 •

'tRALEICiI/BIDLAIR budgets combined from 1965 thru 1970 .
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1tA Lr,lcli

Sales 1,~ Style

70mm 70mm
Year Plain Cork Tip

King Size
Plain

King Size 85mm
Tipped Zilter Total

1932 .05 .15
1933 .03 .17
1934 . 1 . 5
1935 . 3 1 . 1
1936 .5 1 .8 .
1937 .8 2.6
1938 1 . 5 3. 3
1939 2.6 4 .3
1940 3.3 4.4

1941 4.5 4.6
1942 - 6 .0 5 .4
1943 6 .2 6.5
19444 .7 6.0
1945 7 .2 .4 .6
1946 .9 2 .6
1047 .9 - 2 .4
1948 .6 .2 .2
1949 3 .8 3.3
1950 4.6 2 .7
1951 5 .0 2 .7
1952 5 .4 2 .5
1953 1 .0 .5 3 .3 2.3 - 7 . 1
1954 Discontinued 4.1 3.3 - 7.4

1955 3 .8 3.3 - 7 . 1
1956 3 . 8 3. 3 - 7 . 1

1957 3 .6 2 .9 .1 6 .6

1958 3 .4 .5 3.0 6 .9

1959 3 .2 Discontinued 4.4 7 .6

1960 3 .2 5 .6 8.8

1961 3 .3 6.6 9 . 9

1962 3 .4 7 .6 11 .0
1963 3 . 6 9 .4 13 . 1
1964 3 .6 10 .5 14 . 2
1965 3.9 12 .6 16 .5 ~
1966 3. 9 14 . 3 18.2 .F
1967 Lon .s 3.6 14 .4 18 :1 O
1968 3.3 14.7 18.0 ~ro
1969 .7 2.8 13.9 17.4 C+7
1970 2.0 2 .4 12.5 16 . 9

1971 2.4 2. 1 12 . 1 16 . 6

1072 2 .a 2.0 11 .7 16 .5 C~
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